Suitable canoe

Guessed expenditure
of time

Distance to paddle

Difficulty level

Open canoe
Kayak

1-2 hours

About 2,5 km

Easy/beginners

The tour is starting at Borgmästarholmen, the guestharbour or Husabergs Udde.
If starting from Borgmästarholmen you follow the bridge and then paddle along the
beach towards the marina. Paddle between the island Klockarholmen and the
marina and follow the jetties southwards. By “Vätterns Marina” you will find the
outflow of the river Dohnaforsån.
Let this tour become a little adventure by paddling silently in the river which is
first leading through the forest of a marsh, called Lindbomossen, and then is
flowing along meadows and enclosures. Have your camera ready, you never know
when the best motive is showing up!
In the inflows to the river you can find beaver lodges and the chances to see
beavers are quite high when paddling on the evening.
Depending on how high the water is, you might reach different points along the
river. Be aware of turning around as long as the river is wide enough. Sometimes
cows are grazing in the enclosures. They are curious and might approach the river
in order to see who is coming. However, there is a fence between the river and the
animals.
Renting: You can rent a kayak on Borgmästarholmen and Husabergs Udde. You can
rent an open canoe at Husabergs Udde and at the harbor.
Remember: take some extra clothes with you, which you store in a waterproof
bag. Your mobile phone also needs to be stored waterproof. It is always great to
have some snacks and something to drink with you.
Other boats: there are many boats trafficking the waters of Alsen, for example the
excursion boat M/S Wettervik, motor- and sailing boats. Sitting in a canoe or kayak,
you are quite invisible, especially against the light. Be careful and try to keep
paddling close to the shore, where you even will benefit of the best views. If you
need to cross a fairway, check out for other boats and let them pass before you
continue. Priority to the right. Sailing boats always have priority.

